Introducing BBC Landmark™ Streaming Video!

**BBC Landmark Video Collection** is a streaming video database that includes access to 128 exclusive HD videos, including content from *Planet Earth* and *Blue Planet*.

Breath-taking footage embraces magnificent, awe inspiring wonders from the natural world including, but not limited to, the depths of the oceans, the world’s rainforests, the plains of Africa, the prehistoric world, and the Antarctica ice cap.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This database is available *remotely* to Auburn residents with an **Auburn Public Library** card.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**ALL** visitors to the Library can view content from within the Library on a Library computer, laptop, or iPad.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Visitors with an ID may request a temporary guest pass to view content from a personal device, from within the Library.

- Click below for a full color, graphical listing of the current videos.
- Click below to access the BBC database from home with your Library card or access using the BBC Landmark image from the Library Home page

  *Children’s cards can also access the content.*

  Please note that some videos may be frightening to young children.

  We suggest monitoring access and/or watching the content together as a family event!

*Library cards are legal documents: Card numbers may not be transferred or used by others*

Watch for upcoming ‘video viewing’ options of selected BBC Landmark videos from the Library’s Merriam Room on our HD 72” television.